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    Were you a registered user of Funding Central?



 All our service users have been contacted with more details about the closure, but please do email fundingcentralhelp@ncvo.org.uk for any further assistance. 




    Alternative resources



My Funding Central
We are really pleased that our technical partners, Idox, are offering an alternative solution to smaller organisations with an annual income below £1m.
My Funding Central is a new database of grant funding and social investment sources. This service is available to organisations with an annual income below £1m and is free for organisations under £30k.
Visit My Funding Central
Funds Online
The online funding database from the Directory of Social Change (DSC), will help you discover funding opportunities suited to your organisation’s needs so you can plan ahead for the rest of 2021. With Funds Online you can access 8,000 funders giving over £8bn.
Visit Funds Online




    Funding information and guidance



 NCVO’s newly updated funding section has a wealth of information on grants, fundraising and public services. 




    Supporting NCVO members



 NCVO will continue to focus on supporting its members, who benefit from a range of practical support services and resources. Find out more about membership options for your organisation. 




    Information for funders



 My Funding Central will continue to list current funding opportunities for voluntary and community organisations, charities and social enterprises, based in England. If you would like your fund listed, or have a question about a previously listed fund please contact funders.mfc@idoxgroup.com. 
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Update on our work to tackle public services delivery crisis
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